
Modular Anti-Drone System 
The invisible spiderweb against drones and UAV’s

MADS



DANGER
The growth of drones and UAV technology is leading to raising concerns about the threat 
that drones pose both in civilian and military environments. In the civilian domain, small 
drones have been proliferating at a rate that has alarmed airfield authorities and security 
officers alike. The consequences of a large drone hitting an aircraft while it is landing or 
taking off would be similar to a bird strike – potentially catastrophic. 

The stories of a drone used to smuggle goods such as weapons, drugs or phones in a 
prison facility are countless. Drones have also been used to attack VIPs in some recent 
incidents - carrying explosives or biochemical weapons with serious consequences. 

Just follow the news in the daily press and imagine all kind of scenarios this potential 
danger. The time is now to develop a professional solution against this reality danger!

Drones and UAV’s are a potential threat for people and objects
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INTELLIGENT 

Counter-drone technologies and 
solutions are offered for extensive use in 
various applications. There is also 
growing interest in portable and mobile 
systems that could be used to protect 
ground units and convoys. Different 
technologies have been used for 
airspace protection at airports, security 
during large events such as party 
conventions and sports games, VIP 
protection, and counter-smuggling 
operations at prisons. 

The MADS system has been engineered 
with the groundbreaking idea of 
combining several technologies such as 
radio frequency (RF), radar and visual 
together in an intelligent concept - 
leading in a high quality and complete 
solution that solves all needs in different 
application scenarios in the whole world. 
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The clever way - MADS for drone detection and elimination

Only the best systems Best approach process 

QUALITY ENGINEERING FOUR LOGICAL STEPS
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Detection

Classification

Identification

Counteraction



The MADS systems relies on a modular variety of techniques for detecting and/or 
intercepting drones. The radar system detects the presence of small unmanned aircraft 
by their radar signature. The RF system identifies the presence of drones by scanning for 
the frequencies on which most drones are known to operate. Algorithms pick out and 
geolocate RF-emitting devices in the area that are likely to be drones or the drone 
operator. The MADS system includes a visual camera sensor that delivers a visual picture. 
The use of multiple detection elements is intended to increase the probability of a 
successful detection, given that no individual detection method is entirely fail-proof. 

Is there any drone in the area ?

DETECTION
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In order to be useful, anti-drone detection systems must generate low levels of false 
interpretation of the signals. The MADS detection elements are sensitive enough to 
detect all drones operating within the area of use, and the implemented intelligence 
prevents to become too sensitive incidents which may create an overwhelming number 
of positive detections, rendering the system to be very usable. Other competitive systems 
that aren’t sensitive enough might generate false information, which is even less desirable 
from the operator’s standpoint. In addition, the MADS systems employs algorithms to 
distinguish between drones and other small, low-flying objects, such as birds. 

Is the flying object malicious ? 

CLASSIFICATION
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A key element of anti-drone technology is known as electronic identification, which 
allows the access of additional important information to the drone track path, such as the 
exact ‚live‘ location, model type, operator identification, and registration number of 
drones operating in the vicinity. This information could be used to establish whether a 
drone presents an immediate threat. Electronic ID implementation in the MADS system 
could also provide users with the exact location of a drone’s pilot, unlike many existing C-
UAS products, which only locate the drone.

Where is the drone flying ? 

IDENTIFICATION
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The MADS jamming systems can interfere with legitimate communications links in the 
vicinity of a drone system. Advanced jamming systems only block the frequency on which 
the targeted drone is operating, as well as directed jamming antennas, will reduce 
interference with legitimate communications. This technology is using the most advanced  
technology on the market, and it has been certified as entirely safe and extremely 
effective. The MADS System includes signal jamming devices with advanced reactive 
systems - interfering only with the operational signals in high-speed and precision.

How do we inactivate the drone ?

COUNTERACTION
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USER CONTROL
The enduser application allows the complete control over all used systems. The intuitive 
GUI allows the fast and precise analysis and investigation of any drone appearance with 
subsequent counter actions. The GUI can be adapted to the end user needs and supports 
also different user profiles such as Administrator, Power User or Basic Investigator. 
Reporting and export of drone incidents are supported in various formats. 

Easy to operate and with professional results
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Setup for Areas and Building

FIX INSTALLATION

The modular structure of the MADS 
system allow both operation in a fixed or 
mobile/tactical installation. Depending on 
the geographical situation, the MADS will 
be adaptive to urban, rural or any area of 
concern. All components of MADS are 
weather proof and fully functional in any 
out door condition. For the communi-
cation of the individual systems, a highly 
performant LAN connection with 1GBE 
speed is used - this can be implemented 
by using fiber optic cables or wireless 
links. Due to the various possible setups, 
a detailed planning and computer 
simulation of the drone flight path will 
be executed and presented to the 
enduser before the physical placement.

LOREM 
IPSUM

Temporary setup in field 

TACTICAL INSTALLATION
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All of the systems from MADS are 
lightweight and can be easily taken into 
the area of concern. The MADS is 
operational within minutes. All systems 
are all battery-operated and modern 
60GHz microwave links provide wireless 
communication up to one km or more.

Y

THE FIX INSTALLATION IS 
FOR PERMANENT 7/24/365 
OPERATION WITH 
CONTINUOUS MONITORING 
AND AUTOMATIC ACTION

THE TACTICAL SETUP 
ALLOWS TEMPORARY 
OPERATION FOR EVENTS: 
QUICK SETUP AND 
READINESS IN SHORT TIME
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TACTICAL
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The system consists of the following three main parts: 

•Field installation – around the site of desired protection the Remote Spectrum 
Monitors RSM’s are installed together with the radar system, the visual camera and the 
jammer system. The systems are linked by LAN connection, which could be selected as 
wired using fiber optic cable or wireless using wireless microwave P2P link 
•MADS Central server – this is the central location of the programmed intelligence for 
detection, alarming and jamming of drone incidents 
•User side – the investigator of the drone events uses a modern and easy-to-use 
graphical interface for analysis, reporting and configuration of the system behavior 

The basic details of the system elements can be found in the following sections, and more 
details can be provided upon demand. 

Cloud 
Access

MADS Central Server
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The RF monitoring systems facilitate the identification and localisation of RF signals that 
occur randomly, such as with the presence of drones or unmanned flying vehicles. By 
monitoring spectrum on a continual basis, emitted signals from unknown sources can be 
identified as they occur in real time. Patterns of unwanted signal activity can also be 
examined, providing an efficient way to characterize and locate the source of the 
unidentified or threatening system. The QUIRINIUS system uses Time Difference of Arrival 
(TDOA) - a technique for geo-locating RF sources. It requires three or more remote 
receivers capable of detecting the signal of interest. Each probe is synchronized in time to 
capture corresponding I/Q data blocks. Software shifts the time signature of each I/Q data 
set to find the difference in the arrival time at each probe. The result is the difference in 
the distance of the source from each set of probes. Using several probes provides a set of 
curved lines that indicate solutions to the distance equations. The actual RF source sits at 
the intersection of these lines.  

Radio Frequency (RF) Detection 

QUIRINIUS System
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The ELVIRA® system is a special developed drone detection radar, specifically designed 
to meet demanding challenges. The ELVIRA® radar is so easy to set-up and use that will 
start detecting and tracking drones within minutes. The user can define virtual zones 
depending on particular use-cases. The investigator can cause both visual and acoustic 
alarms to be triggered when a drone is detected and classified. And for the more complex 
environments or scenarios, one can also trigger alerts only when a drone enters a specific 
alarm area. ELVIRA® is designed to be the preferred primary radar within a ‘system of 
systems’ and is ready for integration with other detection systems, existing command 
centers and new forms of intervention. 

Radar System 

ELVIRA® System
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An Internet Protocol camera - or IP camera - is a type camera that receives control data 
and sends image data via the LAN connection. They are commonly used for surveillance. 
Unlike analog closed-circuit television (CCTV) cameras, they require no local recording 
device, but only a local area network. The selected IP cameras allow support of a central 
network video recorder (NVR) to handle the recording, video and alarm management. The 
visual camera is supported by an infrared laser (IR) which points at the drone at low light 
or at night. 

Visual location of flying objects

VIDEO CAMERA System
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The Jamming System from SYMLAB is designed to inhibit remote control activities via 
wireless RC equipment and via public provider networks in a frequency range from 20 
MHz up to 6000 MHz. In order to affect the flight control functions of approaching 
commercial drones and avoid the entering into the forbidden zone, it is recommended to 
use a reactive jammer. This jammer is reacting only on signals in the air and can be such 
adjusted – basically the jamming signal will be applied only outside the area of concern. 
The specific design of the jamming and especially the transmitting antennas will be 
tailored to customer needs.

Counter action by interfering radio control signals

JAMMING System
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RELIABILITY
Many drone detection companies are 
offering some alternative technical ways 
to solve the tasks. But there is one key 
demand to all these systems: reliability in 
any situation. 

The outmost reliability has been the 
ultimate goal for the engineers when they 
developed the concept of the MADS 
solution. In was clear from the beginning 
that no single system can deliver the best 
reliability - so the answer is in the 
intelligent combination of the ‚best of 
breed‘ systems in the market. 

Eventually the engineers selected the four 
most appropriate system for a combined 
approach - the professional RF detection 
and TDOA principle from ANRITSU, the 
radar system from ROBIN (a company 
which radars are famous also for their bird 
detection solution) and the Jamming 
system from Symlab. 

Each of the systems could work as 
standalone system, but the real power lies 
in the combination of them. 

In case of an incident, all systems will 
report the detection of the drones to the 
central intelligence system. Mathematical 
algorithms are determining the coherence 
of the detection and synchronize all 
systems immediately. 

There are many trials being performed to 
ensure the trustful performance under any 
possible circumstances. 

Operation can be 24 hours in 365 days 
without any interruption or maintenance 
windows. 

Make no compromise on the overall secure operation
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PROJECT
For the successful implementation of a 
drone detection system, a professional 
project management from the initial user 
discussion to the successful installation 
is mandatory for the success. 

The typical project implementation steps 
are initial project discussion and needs 
analysis, followed by a solid solution 
proposal.  

The installation of the solution is 
supported by skilled professionals and 
training of the endusers is mandatory.

Every situation is different - and MADS is flexible

GET IN CONTACT WITH 
US FOR A DETAILED 
DISCUSSION AND 
PROPOSAL OF YOUR 
TAILORED SOLUTION
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HAVE A SPECIFIC 
DEFINITION OF THE „USE 
CASE“ AND CLEAR 
EXPECTATIONS OF THE 
ANTI-DRONE SYSTEM

1. 2.
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Symlab GmbH 
Bollhoelzliweg 36 
CH-3076 Boll 
Switzerland 

Phone: +41 79 708 10 94 
Mail: info@ysymlab.com 

Disclaimer 

The specifications and informations for our customers in this document reflect the state of product development at the time of 
manufacture. Please note the valid release of the information. If you have any questions, please contact Symlab Customer Service. 
Symlab GmbH accepts no liability for damage resulting from improper installation or use or misuse for a specific purpose. This 
disclaimer also includes damage to third parties. It is the responsibility of the customer to inspect the delivered products and to inform 
Symlab AG immediately of any defects found. It is also the responsibility of the customer to check the delivered product for its 
suitability for the intended purpose. Symlab GmbH assumes no liability or responsibility for its products if a product or a Symlab 
system is combined or used with products of third parties, i.e. products of companies other than Symlab AG. The place of jurisdiction 
for all legal disputes in the area of product liability is the courts of the Canton of Berne/Switzerland. Swiss law shall apply.


